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Rules to Eat By 
 

 

improve your child’s focus or restaurant portions bigger than your 
head? We relied on culture, which is another way of saying: on the 
accumulated wisdom of the tribe. (Which is itself another way of 
saying: on your mom and your friends.) All of us carry around rules of 
thumb about eating that have been passed down in our families or 
plucked from the cultural conversation. Think of this body of food 
knowledge as samizdat nutrition: an informal, unsanctioned way of 
negotiating our eating lives that becomes indispensable at a time when 
official modes of talking about food have suffered a serious loss of 
credibility. 

Earlier this year I began gathering examples of these rules, or personal 
food policies, for a short book I’m publishing in January. My premise is 
that for all the authority we grant to science in matters of nutrition, 
culture still has a lot to teach us about how to choose, prepare and eat 
food, and that this popular wisdom is worth preserving — perhaps 
today more than ever, in this era of dazzling food science, supersize 
portions and widespread dietary confusion. 

In March, I posted a request for readers’ rules about eating on Well, 
Tara Parker-Pope’s health blog on nytimes.com. Within days, I 
received more than 2,500 responses — more than any Well post had 
ever received. My aim was to collect genuinely useful, and nutritionally 
sound, examples of popular wisdom about eating. I found some for my 
book, but I also found something else — a banquet of food policies 
that even when they made little, if any, nutritional sense (and therefore 
didn’t belong in the book) nevertheless opened a window on our 
current thinking about food: the stories we tell ourselves, the games 
we play and the taboos we invoke to organize our eating lives. Some 
of the rules have stood the test of time and have been confirmed by 
science, but all of them have something to teach us about our 
continuing efforts to pick a healthful and happy path through the 
minefields of the modern-food marketplace or restaurant menu. 

Read Michael Pollen’s favorite rules here: 

www.nytimes.com/interactive/2009/10/11/magazine/20091011-foodrules.html 

 

By Michael Pollan The New York Times Magazine, October 11, 2009 

Every trip to the supermarket these days requires us to navigate 
what has become a truly treacherous food landscape. I mean, what 
are we to make of a wonder of food science like the new Splenda 
with fiber? (“The great sweet taste you want and a little boost of 
fiber.”) Should we call this progress? Is it even food? And then, at the 
far other end of the nutritional spectrum, how are we to process 
(much less digest) the new, exuberantly caloric Double Down 
sandwich that KFC has introduced? This shameless exaltation of 
dietary fat actually redefines the very concept of a sandwich by 
replacing the obligatory bread with two slabs of fried chicken kept 
some distance apart by strips of bacon, two kinds of cheese and a 
dollop of sauce. 

Deciding what to eat, indeed deciding what qualifies as food, is not 
easy in such an environment. When Froot Loops can earn a Smart 
Choices check mark, a new industrywide label that indicates a 
product’s supposed healthfulness, we know we can’t rely on the 
marketers, with their dubious health claims, or for that matter on the 
academic nutritionists who collaborate on such labeling schemes. 
(One of them defended the inclusion of Froot Loops on the grounds 
that they are better for you than doughnuts. So why doesn’t the label 
simply say that?) Making matters worse, official government 
pronouncements about eating aren’t necessarily much more reliable, 
not when the food industry influences federal nutrition guidelines. But 
even when the “best science” prevails, that science can turn out to be 
misguided as when the official campaign against saturated fat got us 
to trade butter for stick margarine loaded with trans fats, a solution 
that turned out to be worse than the problem. 

If we can’t rely on the marketers or the government or even the 
nutritionists to guide us through the supermarket woods, then who 
can we rely on? Well, ask yourself another question: How did 
humans manage to choose foods and stay healthy before there were 
nutrition experts and food pyramids or breakfast cereals promising to  

 

A Little History… 

 

Hogwash Farm is the  creation of 
Nancy LaRowe and Dave 
Yesman. We decided on 
Hogwash for a name because we 
don’t like to take ourselves too 
seriously. 
 
Hogwash Farm officially started 
in 2006 when we purchased a 
few animals and had the 
opportunity to lease the old 
Clark & Thorburn farms in the 
Union Village part of Norwich.  
 
Today Hogwash has 17 head of 
cattle, 50+/- pigs and 75 laying 
hens in addition to raising 
broiler chicken and turkeys 
during the summer months. 
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97 Kerwin Hill Road 
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Lamb Chops with Mint Pesto  courtesy of Guy Fieri, 2008 

 
Farmer Words of Wisdom 

A clean conscience makes a good pillow. 
 

Become a Farm Fan on facebook and coming as soon as we have the time to  
sit down….Hogwash Farm Blog 

CSA Information 
Meat Shares are available in 2 sizes for three, six and twelve 
month periods. Share sizes are based on pounds per month. 
Payment is due in full by the start of the subscription. Monthly 
pick ups at our farm in Norwich. Monthly shares are pre-
assembled by our farm and will include approximately half 
ground and sausage and half higher-end cuts such as roasts 
and chops in frozen cryovac packages. The meats included in 
the share reflect what is available on the farm that particular 
month and cannot be customized. Subscriptions also include a 
monthly newsletter with farm news. 
 

For the Mint Pesto: 

     2 cloves garlic 
 1/4 cup pine nuts 
 3/4 cup fresh basil leaves 
 1 1/2 cups fresh mint leaves 
 3/4 cup fresh flat-leaf parsley 
 1/2 cup grated Parmesan 
 1/2 teaspoon salt 
 1/2 teaspoon ground black pepper 
 1/4 cup extra-virgin olive oil 
Add the garlic to a food processor and pulse until chopped. 
Add the pine nuts and pulse to chop. Add half of the herbs 
and chop for 30 seconds, then add the rest of the herbs and 
chop. Add in the Parmesan and salt and pepper, pulse 
briefly until combined. While machine is running, slowly add 
the oil in a steady stream and process to desired thickness. 

  

 

Ingredients 
 Loin lamb chops 
 1 tablespoon olive oil 
 1 teaspoon dried oregano 
 1/2 teaspoon dried thyme 
 1 teaspoon dried rosemary 
 1 teaspoon ground black pepper 
 1/2 teaspoon salt 

  
Directions 
 Preheat grill on high. 
 Rub the lamb with the olive oil. In a small bowl, 
combine the oregano, thyme, rosemary, pepper and 
salt. Rub mixture all over the lamb. Let it rest for 10 
minutes at room temperature. 

 While chops are resting, prepare the Mint Pesto. 
 Grill the lamb chops 2 to 3 minutes per side, for 
medium rare. 

 Serve the lamb chops with the Mint Pesto. 

Fall Calendar 
Oct. 6 – CSA pick up 3-6pm @ the farm. 
Oct. 30 – Last Norwich Summer Farmers’ Market 
Nov. 4 –  CSA pick up 3-6pm @ the farm. 
Nov. 22 & 23 – Thanksgiving turkey pick up.  
Dec. 2 – CSA pick up 3-6pm @ the farm. 

Turkeys, turkeys, turkeys… 
We are raising 100+ pastured turkeys this 
year that will be fresh for Thanksgiving. 
Order your bird soon! 


